Abstract. We present some contributions to the theory of infinitary rewriting for weakly orthogonal term rewrite systems, in which critical pairs may occur provided they are trivial.
Introduction
While the theory of infinitary term rewriting is well-developed for orthogonal rewrite systems, much less is known about infinitary rewriting in non-orthogonal systems, in which critical pairs between rules may occur. In this paper we address a simple weakening of orthogonality: weakly orthogonal systems, in which critical pairs may occur provided that they are trivial. Thus conceptually, weakly orthogonal systems only deviate little from orthogonal ones. And whereas, in the case of finitary rewriting, only a few rewrite properties known in orthogonal systems turned out to fail (e.g. head normalization), most such properties have been established to hold [KKvO04] . But this required the development of a rewrite theory specific to weakly orthogonal systems with tailor-made notions and techniques.
We show that the infinitary rewrite theory known for orthogonal systems fails dramatically for weakly orthogonal systems. In Section 3, we present and analyze a counterexample to the infinitary unique normal form property UN ∞ in term rewriting systems (TRSs). In Section 4 we translate this example into the λβη-calculus, and in this way obtain also a counterexample to UN ∞ in this paradigmatic example of a weakly orthogonal higher-order rewrite system.
In the remaining sections we show that, under simple restrictions, much of the theory of infinitary rewriting in orthogonal systems can be regained: we establish the triangle property, and hence the diamond property, for developments in weakly orthogonal TRSs without collapsing rules. An important ingredient of the proofs is a refinement of the compression lemma (Section 5).
This paper extends our RTA 2010 contribution [EGH + 10]. We have elaborated the results in more detail and have filled in missing proofs. The main change concerns Section 7 where we strengthen the results of [EGH + 10] in two ways: We give a proof of the triangle property, and we include an alternative proof of the diamond property for the multi-step reduction where the common reduct is obtained effectively. The (tri)angle property is a strong form of the diamond property where the joining term only depends on the initial term.
Basic Definitions
For a general introduction to infinitary rewriting (predominantly for the case of orthogonal systems) we refer to [Ter03, Ch.12 ], [KdV05, KKSdV95] . In this section we gather definitions of the basic notions.
Infinite terms can be introduced in several ways, see [Ket06] for an overview. Here we choose the most concrete definition. We define terms as partial mappings from the set of positions N * to the alphabet symbols of some first-order signature Σ. An alternative definition of infinite terms is by the completion of the metric space of finite terms with the usual metric based on the familiar notion of distance that yields distance 2 −(n+1) for a pair of terms that are identical up to and including level n from the root, but then have a difference (see Definition 2.2).
We will consider a finite or infinite term as a function on a prefix-closed subset of N * taking values in a first-order signature. A signature Σ is a finite set of symbols f each having a fixed arity ar (f ) ∈ N. Let X be a set of symbols, called variables, such that X ∩ Σ = ∅. Then, a term over Σ is a partial map t : N * ⇀ Σ ∪ X such that the root is defined, t(ǫ) ∈ Σ ∪ X , and for all p ∈ N * and all i ∈ N we have t(pi) ∈ Σ ∪ X if and only if t(p) ∈ Σ of arity n and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The set of (not necessarily well-founded) terms over Σ and X is denoted by Ter ∞ (Σ, X ). Usually we will write Ter ∞ (Σ) for the set of terms over Σ and countably infinite set of variables, which is assumed to be fixed as underlying the definition of terms. By Var (t) we denote the set of terms that occur in a term t.
The set of positions Pos(t) of a term t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) is the domain of t, that is, the set of values p ∈ N * such that t(p) is defined: Pos(t) := {p ∈ N * | t(p) ∈ Σ ∪ X }. Note that, by the definition of terms, the set Pos(t) is prefix-closed. A term t is called finite if the set Pos(t) is finite. We write Ter (Σ, X ) or Ter (Σ) for the set of finite terms. For positions p ∈ Pos(t) we use t| p to denote the subterm of t at position p, defined by t| p (q) := t(pq) for all q ∈ N * . For terms s and t and a position p ∈ Pos(s) we denote by s[t] p the term obtained from s by replacing the subterm at position p by t.
For a symbol f ∈ Σ of arity n and terms t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) we write f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) to denote the term t defined by t(ǫ) = f , and t(ip) = t i (p) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and p ∈ N * . For constants c ∈ Σ, i.e., with ar (c) = 0, we simply write c instead of c(). We use x, y, z, . . . to range over variables.
A substitution is a map σ : X → Ter ∞ (Σ, X ). For terms t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ, X ) and substitutions σ we define tσ as the result of replacing each x ∈ X in t by σ(x). Formally, tσ is defined, for all p ∈ N * , by: tσ(p) = σ(t(p 0 ))(p 1 ) if there exist p 0 , p 1 ∈ N * such that p = p 0 p 1 and t(p 0 ) ∈ X , and tσ(p) = t(p), otherwise. Let ✷ be a fresh symbol, ✷ ∈ Σ ∪ X . A context C is a term in Ter ∞ (Σ, X ∪ {✷}) that contains precisely one occurrence of ✷. By C[s] we denote the term C σ where σ(✷) = s and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X . Definition 2.1. An infinitary term rewriting system (iTRS) is a pair R = Σ, R consisting of a first-order signature Σ and a set R of infinitary rewrite rules over Σ (and a set of variables X ): an infinitary rewrite rule is a pair ℓ, r , usually written as ℓ → r, where ℓ ∈ Ter (Σ) and r ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ), and such that for left-hand side ℓ and right-hand side r we have ℓ(ǫ) ∈ X and Var (r) ⊆ Var (ℓ).
We call an iTRS a term rewriting system (TRS) when the right-hand side of each of its rules is a finite term.
In this paper we restrict to iTRSs with finitely many rules: all iTRSs are subjected to this restriction without explicit mention henceforth. While many of our results hold for general TRSs and iTRSs, the definition of an effective orthogonalization procedure and its use in Section 7 assume this restriction.
Definition 2.2. On the set of terms Ter
∞ (Σ) we define a metric d by d(s, t) = 0 whenever s ≡ t, and d(s, t) = 2 −k otherwise, where k ∈ N is the least length of all positions p ∈ N * such that s(p) = t(p).
An iTRS R induces a rewrite relation on the set of terms as follows.
Definition 2.3. Let R = Σ, R be an iTRS, s, t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) terms and p ∈ N * a position. We write s → R,p t if there exist a rule ℓ → r ∈ R, a substitution σ and a context C with C| p = ✷ such that s ≡ C[ℓσ] and t ≡ C[rσ]. We write s → R t if s → R,p t for some p ∈ N * ; we call the length of p the depth of the rewrite step.
A (strongly continuous) transfinite rewrite sequence of length α, where α an ordinal, is a sequence of rewrite steps (t β → R,p β t β+1 ) β<α such that for every limit ordinal λ < α we have that if β approaches λ from below, then:
(i) the distance d(t β , t λ ) tends to 0 and, moreover, (ii) the depth of the rewrite action tends to infinity. We write s ։ ։ (or s → α ) for a transfinite rewrite sequence (of length α) starting from s.
A transfinite rewrite sequence of length α is called strongly convergent if either α is not a limit ordinal or property (ii) holds also when the limit ordinal λ = α is approached by ordinals β from below, which guarantees that the limit lim β→α t β of the sequence exists in Ter ∞ (Σ). We will indicate strongly convergent rewrite sequences of length α from source term t 0 and with limit t by t 0 ։ ։ t, or by t 0 ։ ։ R t (to emphasize the underlying term rewrite system R), or by t 0 → α t (to explicitly indicate the length α of the sequence). We write t 0 → ≤α t if t 0 → β t for some β ≤ α. A transfinite rewrite sequence that is not strongly convergent is called divergent.
Remark 2.4. We comment on Definition 2.3:
(i) For rewrite sequences t 0 → α t of limit ordinal length α, the target term t is formally not part of the rewrite sequence. We view the convergence towards t as a property of the sequence; note that the limit term t is unique. (ii) All proper initial segments of a divergent reduction are strongly convergent.
(iii) The length of transfinite rewrite sequences is always countable (see [KKSdV95] ).
In the sequel we will use the familiar fact that countable limit ordinals have cofinality ω.
Remark 2.5. In this paper we are concerned with 'strongly continuous' rewrite sequences. The notion of 'weakly continuous' rewrite sequences is obtained by dropping requirement (ii) in Definition 2.3, namely the condition that the depth of the rewrite action must tend to infinity. The notion of strongly continuous rewrite sequences leads to a more satisfying rewriting theory, for example, symbol occurrences can be traced over limit ordinals. For this reason, strongly continuous rewrite sequences are the standard notion in the infinitary rewriting literature, see [Ter03] .
For an example of a weakly continuous rewrite sequence, we consider the rewrite system:
Observe that this rewrite sequence cannot be compressed to yield one of length ≤ ω, that is, there exists no weakly continuous reduction a(x) → ≤ω a(c(b ω )) of length ≤ ω. For a similar example see [KKSdV95] .
Definition 2.6 (Critical pairs). Let ρ 1 : ℓ 1 → r 1 and ρ 2 : ℓ 2 → r 2 be rules over Σ. Then ρ 1 has a critical pair with ρ 2 if there exists a non-variable position p ∈ Pos(ℓ 1 ) such that ℓ 1 | p ∈ Σ, and ℓ 1 | p and ℓ 2 have a common instance, that is, (ℓ 1 | p )σ ≡ ℓ 2 τ for some substitutions σ and τ . Let σ and τ be substitutions for which (ℓ 1 | p )σ ≡ ℓ 2 τ is the unique (up to renaming of variables) most general such common instance. Without loss of generality, let σ be minimal in the sense that dom(σ) = Var (ℓ 1 | p ) and let the variables introduced be fresh, that is,
The name 'critical pair' arises from the fact that there is a peak, a pair of diverging steps, of the form:
where the pattern of rules ρ 1 and ρ 2 overlap. We also denote critical pairs by this pair of steps.
Definition 2.7 (Orthogonal, weakly orthogonal iTRSs). Let R = Σ, R be an iTRS.
R is called left-linear if no rule ρ : ℓ → r of R contains two or more occurrences of the same variable in its left-hand side ℓ.
R is called orthogonal if it is left-linear, and if it does not contain critical pairs. And R is called weakly orthogonal if it is left-linear, and if all of its critical pairs are trivial.
Definition 2.8 (Root-active terms). Let R = Σ, R be an iTRS. A term t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) is called root-active if there exists an transfinite rewrite sequence starting at t in which infinitely many rewrite steps take place at the root position ǫ.
Definition 2.9 (Infinitary normalization, unique normalization, confluence, Church-Rosser). Let R = Σ, R be an iTRS. Let ։ ։ be the infinitary rewrite relation on Ter ∞ (Σ) induced by R, and let = ∞ R := (և և ∪ ։ ։) * the conversion relation belonging to ։ ։. 
With the exception of its first and third items, the following proposition is an easy consequence of the interdependencies known for the finitary analogues of the rewrite properties introduced in this definition.
Proposition 2.10. For all iTRSs R = Σ, R with induced rewrite relation → the following implications hold between infinitary rewrite properties for R :
Proof. For the first item, see [KdV05] . The non-trivial direction NF ∞ → ⇒ NF ∞ of (iii), which occurs again in (v), can be shown by induction on the number of peaks in a conversion that witnesses t = ∞ R s where s is a normal form. The other implications follow from known relationships between corresponding finitary properties of abstract reduction systems, see [Ter03, Ch.1] , by the following observation: for every iTRS R with induced rewrite relation → and infinite rewrite relation ։ ։, a property CF
1 An alternative notion of infinitary equational reasoning was introduced recently in [EHH + 13, Section 4]. There = ∞ R is defined as the greatest fixed point of the equation E = ←ǫ ∪ E ∪ →ǫ where, for a relation
UN
∞ holds for R if and only if, respectively, the corresponding property CF (confluence), CR, NF, UN → , UN, holds for the abstract reduction system Ter ∞ (Σ), ։ ։ .
A Counterexample to UN ∞ for Weakly Orthogonal Systems
In [KKSdV95] it has been shown that infinitary unique normalization (UN ∞ ) holds for orthogonal term rewrite systems (see also [KdV05] ). In sharp contrast to this, we will now demonstrate that the property UN ∞ does not generalize to weakly orthogonal TRSs. The following simple counterexample can be used: for the signature consisting of the unary symbols P and S, consider the rewrite rules P(S(x)) → x and S(P(x)) → x. Clearly this TRS is weakly orthogonal.
Employing the obvious correspondence between TRSs with only unary function symbols and string rewrite systems (SRSs), in the sequel we consider the corresponding SRS:
where ε is the empty word. If u is a finite word, we write u ω for the infinite word uuu · · · . Using S and P we have infinite words such as ζ = (PS) ω . Note that S ω and P ω are the only infinite normal forms, and that ζ only reduces to itself. Given an infinite PS-word w we can plot in a graph the surplus number of S's of w when stepping through the word w from left to right, see e.g. Figure 1 . The graph is obtained by counting S for +1 and P for −1. We define sum(w, n) as the result of this counting up to depth n in the word w (if w is finite we define sum(w) = sum(w, |w|)): sum(w, 0) = 0 sum(ε, n) = 0 sum(Sw, n + 1) = sum(w, n) + 1 sum(Pw, n + 1) = sum(w, n) − 1 For w = (SP) ω the graph takes values, consecutively, 1, 0, 1, 0, . . ., for w = S ω it takes 1, 2, 3, . . ., and for w = P ω we have −1, −2, −3, . . .. Figure 1 : Graph for the oscillating PS-word ψ = P 1 S 2 P 3 · · · .
We define the S-norm w S and P-norm w P of w:
So the S-norm (P-norm) of (SP) ω is 1 (0), of S ω it is ∞ (0), and of P ω it is 0 (∞).
Lemma 3.1. Let w be a finite PS-word, and let z = sum(w). Then w ։ S z if z ≥ 0, and
Proof. For finite words u, v we have that u → v implies sum(u) = sum(v). Moreover, → is normalising, and the only normal forms are of the form S k and P k for k ≥ 0. Proof. We consider only (i) as case (ii) can be treated analogously. We start with the direction '⇐' From w S = ∞ it follows that w = w 1 w 2 · · · with finite words w 1 , w 2 , . . . such that sum(w i ) = 1 for all i ∈ N. Then w i ։ S for all i ∈ N by Lemma 3.1 and hence w ։ ։ S ω .
For '⇒' we argue as follows. By compression there is a rewrite sequence w = w 0 → w 1 → w 2 → · · · of length ω with limit S ω . Consequently, for every n ∈ N there exists i ∈ N such that S n is a prefix of w i , and hence, w i S ≥ n. Moreover, we have w 0 S ≥ w 1 S ≥ w 2 S ≥ · · · since removing SP or PS cannot increase the norm · S (it either stays constant or decreases by 1). As a consequence we obtain that w 0 S ≥ n holds for every n ∈ N. It follows that w S = w 0 S = ∞.
Note that in Proposition 3.2 w ։ ։ S ω can always be achieved using the rule PS → ε only. And likewise the rule SP → ε for w ։ ։ P ω . Now let us take a word ψ with ψ S = ∞ and ψ P = ∞ ! Then by the previous proposition ψ reduces to both S ω and P ω , both normal forms. Hence UN ∞ fails. Indeed, such a term ψ can be found:
The graph for this word is displayed in Figure 1 . If we only apply rule PS → ε the P-blocks are absorbed by the larger S-blocks to their right, leaving the normal form S ω . Likewise, applying only SP → ε yields P ω .
We find that ψ ։ ։ w for every infinite PS-word w, and furthermore, the following generalisation.
Proposition 3.3. Every infinite PS-word that reduces to both S ω and P ω reduces to any infinite PS-word.
Proof. Suppose that w is an infinite PS-word with P ω և և w ։ ։ S ω , and let u be the infinite PS-word we want to obtain. By applying Proposition 3.2 to w, we find: w P = w S = ∞. This allows us to choose a partition w = w 1 w 2 · · · of w into finite words w 1 , w 2 , . . . such that, for all i ∈ N, it holds that sum(w i ) = 1 if u(i) = S, and sum(w i ) = −1 if u(i) = P. From this, by Lemma 3.1 we obtain rewrite sequences w i ։ u(i), for all i ∈ N. By consecutively performing the corresponding finite rewrite sequences on the subwords w i of w, we obtain a strongly convergent rewrite sequence that witnesses w ։ ։ u.
Hence, not only is ψ a counterexample to UN ∞ for weakly orthogonal rewrite systems, but also, ψ rewrites to (PS) ω , a word which has no normal form. Thus, in contrast to orthogonal systems [Ter03, KdV05] , for individual terms the property WN ∞ of infinitary weak normalization is not preserved under infinite rewriting. shows a more detailed analysis of various classes of PS-words. By Proposition 3.2 an infinite word w reduces to S ω iff w S = ∞, and to P ω iff w P = ∞. The shaded non-empty intersection ( w S = w P = ∞) contains the counterexample word ψ mentioned above. All words in this intersection are root-active (RA), that is, every ։-reduct can be reduced to a redex (at the root). However, there are also other root-active words. For example ξ = S P S 2 P 2 S 3 P 3 · · · is a root-active word which reduces to S ω but not to P ω (i.e., ξ P = 0 < ∞ and ξ S = ∞). The word ξ ′ = S ξ (a reduct of ξ) is not root-active but still not SN
∞ , yet it reduces to S ω . An example of a root-active term which reduces only to itself (implying that ξ S and ξ P are finite) is ζ = (P S) ω . The dotted part consists of words with the property of infinitary strong normalization, normalizing to S ω , or P ω , respectively. For instance (S S P) ω is in the left dotted triangle.
The root-active words can be characterized as follows.
Proposition 3.4. An infinite PS-word w is root-active if and only if w is the concatenation of infinitely many finite 'zero-words' w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , . . ., that is, words w i with sum(w i ) = 0.
Proof. The direction '⇐' is obvious. For '⇒' assume that w is root active. Then w admits a rewrite sequence containing infinitely many root steps. We label all S's and P's in w by numbering them from left to right, so e.g. the labelled w could be: S 0 S 1 P 2 S 3 P 4 P 5 · · · Let w i be the prefix of w of length i. For every i ∈ N, if there is a rewrite sequence w → * S i w ′ or w → * P i w ′ for some w ′ , then w i must be a zero-word (as w i has been rewritten to ε). Since w is root-active, there are infinitely many i ∈ N such that w → * S i · · · or w → * P i · · · . Thus there are indices 0 = i 0 < i 1 < i 2 < · · · such that w i k is a zero-word for every k ∈ N. For every i ∈ N, there exists a word v i such that w i+1 = w i v i , and since w i and w i+1 are zero-words it follows that v i is a zero-word. The claim follows since
As a consequence of this proposition, an infinite PS-word w is root-active if and only if sum(w, n) = 0 for infinitely many n, and hence, if ((lim inf) n→∞ |sum(w, n)|) = 0.
Corollary 3.5. For an infinite PS-word w we have SN ∞ (w) if and only if each value sum(w, n) for n = 0, 1, . . . occurs only finitely often.
Proof. For the 'only if' direction, assume we have sum(w, n i ) = k for i = 1, 2, . . . such that n i < n i+1 . For i ≥ 1, let w(i) denote the i-th letter of w. For every i ∈ N, we define v i = w(n i + 1)w(n i + 2) · · · w(n i+1 ), that is, v i is the factor of w starting at the (n i + 1)-th letter and ending at (including) the n i+1 -st letter. Then, for every i ∈ N, v i is a zero-word, i.e., sum(v i ) = 0. By Proposition 3.4 we obtain that v 1 v 2 · · · is a root-active word. Hence w is not SN ∞ . For the other direction, assume that w is not SN ∞ . Then there exists d ∈ N such that w admits a rewrite sequence with infinitely many rewrite steps at depth d, see [KKSdV95] . It follows (take d minimal) that there is a word v with w ։ v such that v has a rootactive suffix v ′ . By Proposition 3.4 the word v ′ is again a concatenation of zero-words. Since w ։ v is finite, apart from a finite prefix these zero-words are already present in w: w = w ′ v m v m+1 · · · for some prefix w ′ and m ≥ 1. For i ≥ m let p i be the depth of the displayed v i in w. Then sum(w, p m ) = sum(w, p m+1 ) = · · · .
It follows that SN
∞ (w) holds if and only if ((lim inf) n→∞ |sum(w, n)|) = ∞, and hence, if lim n→∞ sum(w, n) ∈ {∞, −∞}. The 'only if'-part follows since if SN ∞ (w) holds, then each value sum(w, n) for n = 0, 1, . . . occurs only finitely often, and hence for every m ∈ Z, either sum(w, n) will eventually (for large enough n) stay above m ∈ N or eventually stay below m ∈ N.
A Counterexample to UN
∞ of the Infinitary λβη-Calculus
We give a translation of the word ψ = P 1 S 2 P 3 · · · from the previous section into an infinite λ-term which then forms a counterexample to the infinitary unique normal form property UN ∞ for λ ∞ βη, the infinitary λβη-calculus. The infinitary λβη-calculus [SdV02, SdV05] is a well-known example of a weakly orthogonal higher-order term rewrite system.
The set Ter ∞ (λ) of (potentially) infinite λ-terms is coinductively defined by:
Here ::= co is used to indicate that the grammar has to be interpreted coinductively, that is, instead of the least we take the greatest fixed point of the underlying functor. Alternatively, infinite λ-terms can be defined in a similar vein as we defined infinite first-order terms in Section 2. We let the set of variables be an uncountably infinite set. This guarantees that no term can contain all variables. The reason is that β-reduction may require α-conversion and fresh names for binders. The rewrite rules of λ ∞ βη are:
where M [x:=N ] denotes the result of substituting N for all free occurrences of x in M . The λ ∞ βη-calculus allows for two critical pairs
As we have that λx.M [y:=x] and λy.M are equal modulo renaming of bound variables, both of these critical pairs are trivial. Hence λ ∞ βη is weakly orthogonal.
We translate infinite PS-words to λ-terms.
Definition 4.1. We define : {P, S} ω → Ter ∞ (λ) by w = w 0 , for all w ∈ {P, S} ω , where w i is defined coinductively, for all i ∈ Z, as follows:
The translation of ψ is the λ-term ψ , displayed in the middle of Figure 3 . This term has two normal forms (corresponding to S ω and P ω ), as indicated in the figure.
Remark 4.2. Note that the λ-term ψ as well as one of its normal forms contains infinitely many bound variables. We remark that it is possible to define a translation from infinite PS-words to λ-terms such that ψ has as normal forms A = λx 1 .A (using only one index for the abstractions) and B = B x 0 (using only one free variable).
While ψ cannot be generated from a finite λ-term (it has infinitely many free variables), the finite term W W I where W = λwf.f (ww(λabc.f (abc))x 0 ) and I = λa.a exhibits a similar behaviour, reducing both to A = λx.A and B = Bx 0 . This can be seen as follows:
Then we get:
Note that the number of bound variables needed along the reduction from W W (λa.a) to A is unbounded, but that A can be written using only a single one. We conjecture that it holds for every counterexample to UN ∞ in the infinitary λβη-calculus that during the rewrite process to one of the normal forms unboundedly many variables are needed.
The translation given in Definition 4.1 lifts PS → ε to β, and SP → ε to η.
Lemma 4.3. An application of the rule PS → ε at depth k in an infinite PS-word w corresponds to a β-step in λ ∞ βη at depth k in w i . Similarly so for the rule SP → ε and the η-rule. These correspondences are indicated in the following diagrams:
The counterexample to the infinitary unique normal form property UN ∞ for infinitary λβη-calculus (λ ∞ βη) establishes a striking contrast to the situation for infinitary λβ-calculus (λ ∞ β). In the latter, infinitary confluence breaks down, but infinitary normal forms stay unique. However, when the η-rule is added, and the infinitary perspective is maintained, then 'everything' breaks down dramatically: not only infinitary confluence, but also unique infinitary normal forms.
The counterexample displays an interesting phenomenon from the point of view of the three main semantics of λβ-calculus, to wit, the Böhm Tree (BT), Lévy-Longo Tree (LLT), and Berarducci Tree (BeT) semantics. The middle term in Figure 3 has an infinite 'spine', that is, a branch consisting of steps down or to the left. Such branches signal a term without head normal form in the BT semantics. To the left and to the right, the terms are infinite weak head normal forms; such terms are meaningful in the LLT and BeT semantics. Thus the counterexample also shows that Lévy-Longo trees and Berarducci trees for λ ∞ βη are not unique. By contrast, Böhm trees for λ ∞ βη are unique, and Böhm reduction can be employed to restore infinitary confluence and unique normal forms, see [SdV02] ; there it has also been observed that Lévy-Longo trees and Berarducci trees are not unique for λ ∞ βη.
From the perspective of combinatory reduction systems (CRSs, see [Ter03] ) the η-rule has many undesirable properties: (i) it is undecidable whether an infinite term is an η-redex, since it is undecidable whether an infinite term contains a variable freely; (ii) single-step η-reduction is not lower semi-continuous: if t η-reduces to u, then for a given ǫ > 0 we cannot always find a δ > 0 such that anything within δ-distance of t η-reduces to something within ǫ-distance of u; (iii) the η-rule is not fully-extended, and various existing results for orthogonal infinite CRSs require fully-extendedness, see [KS09] .
A Refinement of the Compression Lemma
As a preparation for Section 6 we will prove the following lemma, which is a refined version of the compression lemma in left-linear iTRSs. In its original formulation (e.g. see [Ter03, Theorem 12.7 .1, p. 689]) the compression lemma states that every strongly convergent rewrite sequence from s to t in left-linear iTRSs can be compressed to a strongly convergent rewrite sequence from s to t of length at most ω. To see why left-linearity is a necessary condition, consider the following example of a non-left-linear TRS from [DKP91] :
In this TRS every rewrite sequence of the form f (a, b) ։ ։ f (g ω , g ω ) → c of length ≥ ω + 1 cannot be compressed to one of length ω.
The refined version adds that compression can be carried out in such a way that the minimal depth of steps stays the same. This version can then be applied to show that also rewrite sequences that are not strongly convergent can be compressed. We recall that a rewrite sequence of ordinal length α is strongly convergent if for each limit ordinal λ ≤ α the depth of the contracted redexes tends to infinity. As a consequence, a strongly convergent reduction can only contain finitely many rewrite steps at every depth d ∈ N [KKSdV95].
Theorem 5.1 (Refined Compression Lemma). Let R be a left-linear iTRS. Let κ : s → α R t be a rewrite sequence, d the minimal depth of a step in κ, and n the number of steps at depth d in κ. Then there exists a rewrite sequence κ ′ : s → ≤ω R t in which all steps take place at depth ≥ d, and where precisely n steps contract redexes at depth d.
Proof.
We proceed by transfinite induction on the ordinal length α of rewrite sequences κ : s → α R t with d the minimal depth of a step, and n the number of steps at depth d, in κ. In case that α = 0 nothing needs to be shown. Suppose α is a successor ordinal. Then α = β + 1 for some ordinal β, and κ is of the form s → β s ′ → t. Applying the induction hypothesis to s → β s ′ yields a rewrite sequence s → γ s ′ of length γ ≤ ω that contains the same number of steps at depth d, and no steps at depth less than d. If γ < ω, then s → γ s ′ → t is a rewrite sequence of length γ + 1 < ω, in which all steps take place at depth ≥ d and precisely n steps at depth d.
If γ = ω, we obtain a rewrite sequence of the form
= t for some context C and substitution σ. Moreover, let d h be the depth of the hole in C, and d p the depth of the pattern of ℓ. Since the reduction s 0 → ω s ω is strongly convergent, there exists n ∈ N such that all rewrite steps in ξ : s n → ω s ω have depth > d h + d p , and hence are below the pattern of the redex contracted in the last step s ω → t. As a consequence of this fact and left-linearity, there exists a context D and a substitution τ such that s n = D[ℓτ ]. Since the rewrite sequence ξ :
• there exists a rewrite sequence ϑ :
• there exist rewrite sequences ϑ x : τ (x) → ≤ω σ(x) for all x ∈ Var (ℓ). We now prepend the final step s ω → t to s n , that is:
Even if the term r is infinite, this creates at most ω-many copies of subterms τ (x) with reduction sequences ϑ x : τ (x) → ≤ω σ(x) of length ≤ ω. Since the rewrite sequences ϑ and ϑ x for x ∈ Var (ℓ) are in disjoint (parallel) subterms, there exists an interleaving D[rτ ] → ≤ω C[rσ] of length at most ω (the idea is similar to establishing countability of ω 2 by dovetailing). We obtain a rewrite sequence
It remains to be shown that κ ′ contains only steps at depth ≥ d, and that it has the same number of steps as the original sequence κ at depth d. This follows from the induction hypothesis and the fact that all steps in s n → ω s ω have depth > d h + d p and thus also all steps of the interleaving Finally, suppose that α is a limit ordinal > ω. We refer to Figure 4 for a sketch of the proof. Since κ is strongly convergent, only a finite number of steps take place at depth d. Hence there exists β < α such that s β is the target of the last step at depth d in κ. We have s → β s β → ≤α t and all rewrite steps in s β → ≤α t are at depth > d. By induction hypothesis there exists a rewrite sequence ξ : s → ≤ω s β containing an equal amount of steps at depth d as s → β s β . Consider the last step of depth d in ξ . This step has a finite index n < ω. Thus we have s → * s n → ≤α t, and all steps in s n → ≤α t are at depth > d. By successively applying this argument to s n → ≤α t we construct finite initial segments s → * s n with strictly increasing minimal rewrite depth d. Concatenating these finite initial segments yields a reduction s → ≤ω t containing as many steps at depth d as the original sequence.
With this refined compression lemma at hand, we now prove that also divergent rewrite sequences can be compressed to length less than or equal to ω. Proof. Let κ : s → α R be a divergent rewrite sequence. Then there exist k ∈ N such that infinitely many steps in κ take place at depth k. Let d be the minimum of all numbers k with that property. Let β be the index of the last step above depth d in κ. Then κ can be written as κ : s → β s β → ≤α , where s β → ≤α consists only of steps at depth ≥ d, among which there are infinitely many steps at depth d. Now by Theorem 5.1 the rewrite sequence s → β s β can be compressed to a rewrite sequence s → ≤ω s β . Let n be the index of the last step of depth ≤ d in the rewrite sequence s → ≤ω s β . Then s → * s n → ≤ω s β → ≤α , and s n → ≤ω s β → ≤α contains only steps at depth ≥ d. Thus all steps with depth less than d take place in the finite prefix s → * s n . Now consider the rewrite sequence κ 1 : s n → ≤ω · → ≤α , say κ 1 : s n → γ for short, containing infinitely many steps at depth d. Let γ ′ be the index of the first step at depth d in κ 1 . Then κ 1 : s n → γ ′ u → ≤γ for some term u and s n → γ ′ u can be compressed to s n → ≤ω u containing exactly one step at depth d. Now let m be the index of this step, then s n → m u ′ → ≤ω u → ≤γ where s n → m u ′ contains one step at depth d. Repeatedly applying this construction to u ′ → ≤ω u → ≤γ we obtain a rewrite sequence κ ′ : s → * s n → * u ′ → * u ′′ → · · · that contains infinitely many steps at depth d, and hence is divergent.
Remark 5.3. A slightly weaker version of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, due to the second author, can be found in [Zan08] (see Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 there). The weaker version of Theorem 5.1 states the following: Every strongly convergent rewrite sequence κ : s → α R t with d the minimal depth of its steps can be compressed into a rewrite sequence κ ′ : s → ≤ω R t of length less or equal to ω with at least as many (instead of precisely as many as in Theorem 5.1) steps as κ at (minimal) depth d.
We note that very closely related statements have been formulated for infinitary combinatory reduction systems in [Ket08] , see Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 5.2 ibid.
Infinitary Confluence
In Section 3 we have seen that the property UN ∞ fails for weakly orthogonal iTRSs when collapsing rules are present, and hence also CR ∞ . Now we show that weakly orthogonal iTRSs without collapsing rules are infinitary confluent (CR ∞ ), and as a consequence also have the property UN ∞ . We adapt the projection of parallel steps in weakly orthogonal TRSs from [Ter03, Section 8.8.4.] to infinite terms. The basic idea is to orthogonalize the parallel steps, and then project the orthogonalized steps. The orthogonalization uses that overlapping redexes have the same effect and hence can be replaced by each other. In case of overlaps we replace the outermost redex by the innermost one. This is possible since the maximal nesting depth of the union of two infinite parallel steps is at most 2, that is, there can not be infinite chains of overlapping nested redexes in such a union (see Example 7.4). For a treatment of infinitary multi-steps where such chains can occur, we refer to Section 7. See further [Ter03, Proposition 8.8 .23] for orthogonalization in the finitary case.
The ordinary notion of a redex, that is, an instance of a left-hand side of a rule, does not suffice for the analysis of non-orthogonal TRSs [Ter03, Chapter 8] . To see this, suppose we are given rules having left-hand sides f (a, x), f (x, a), and a. What is the result of contracting the redex f (a, a)? Since the term f (a, a) is an instance of both the first and the second left-hand side, that result will in general depend on which of the two rules is applied. Although in weakly orthogonal systems that result is unique, the notion of overlap of redexes is problematic. Are the three redexes in f (a, a) non-overlapping? Each pair of redexes can be considered to be non-overlapping, e.g., f (a, a) and f (a, a) are non-overlapping redexes when the latter is seen as an instance of the first left-hand side. However, it is not possible to have 3 non-overlapping redex occurrences in the term f (a, a). These observations motivate the following refined notion of redex.
Definition 6.1. Let R be an iTRS, and t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) a term. A redex in t is a pair consisting of a position p and a rule ℓ → r, such that t| p = ℓσ for some substitution σ. We call p and ℓ → r the root and rule of the redex, respectively. The pattern of a redex p, ℓ → r is the set of all positions pq such that ℓ(q) is a function symbol.
Two sets of positions are overlapping if they have a non-empty intersection.
A multi-redex in a term t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) is a set of non-overlapping redexes in t.
For a thorough study of developments we refer to [Ter03, Sec. 4.5.2] and [Oos97] . Here, we introduce developments in weakly orthogonal systems via labelling (underlining):
Definition 6.2. Let R = Σ, R be a weakly orthogonal iTRS. For symbols f ∈ Σ and ρ ∈ R we write f ρ for f labelled with ρ. For labelled terms t, we write ⌊t⌋ to denote the term obtained from t by dropping all labels.
We define the iTRS R ⊲ = Σ ⊲ , R ⊲ where Σ ⊲ = Σ ∪ {f ρ | f ∈ Σ, ρ ∈ R} and R ⊲ consists of all rules ℓ ρ → r for ρ : ℓ → r ∈ R where ℓ ρ is the term obtained from ℓ by labelling the root-symbol of ℓ with ρ.
Let t, t ′ ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) be terms, and U a multi-redex in t. Let t U be the term obtained from t by labelling for each redex p, ρ ∈ U the symbol at position p in t with ρ. A development of U in t is a rewrite sequence t ։ ։ R t ′ (in R) that can be lifted to a reduction
Remark 6.3. Let t be a term, U a multi-redex in t and t U as in Definition 6.2. Observe that every term s with t U ։ R ⊲ s has the property that every symbol occurrence labelled with a rule ρ : ℓ → r ∈ R in s is a redex occurrence with respect to ℓ ρ → r ∈ R ⊲ . The reason is that U is a set of non-overlapping redexes, and R ⊲ is an orthogonal iTRS. Therefore redex occurrences stay redex occurrences until they are contracted.
Every complete development of a multi-redex U ends in the same term, see [Ter03] . In non-collapsing, weakly orthogonal iTRSs, every multi-redex U has a complete development. Multi-steps arise from complete developments, and are uniquely determined by their starting term and a selection of redex occurrences.
Definition 6.4. Let R be an iTRS, t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) a term, and let U and V be sets of redexes in t. We call U and V orthogonal (to each other) if U ∪ V is a multi-redex.
Definition 6.5. Let R be a non-collapsing, weakly orthogonal iTRS, and let U and V be orthogonal sets of redexes in a term t. For multi-steps φ : t • −→ U t ′ and ψ : t • −→ V t ′′ with respect to U and V we define the projection φ/ψ as the multi-step t ′′ • −→ U ′ s with respect to the set of residuals U ′ = U/ψ as defined in [Ter03] .
2 In the sequel, we sometimes write • −→ for the multi-step relation, suppressing the set of redexes U that induces the multi-step • −→ U . Definition 6.6. An orthogonalization of a pair φ, ψ of multi-steps φ : s • −→ U t 1 and ψ : s • −→ V t 2 with respect to sets U and V of redexes in s is a pair φ ′ , ψ ′ of multi-steps φ ′ : s • −→ U ′ t 1 and ψ ′ : s • −→ V ′ t 2 with respect to orthogonal sets U ′ and V ′ of redexes in s.
A parallel step φ : s −→ t is a multi-step φ : s • −→ U t with respect to a set U of parallel redexes, that is, redexes at pairwise disjoint positions.
Proposition 6.7. Let φ : s −→ t 1 and ψ : s −→ t 2 be parallel steps in a weakly orthogonal iTRS. Then there exists an orthogonalization φ ′ , ψ ′ of φ and ψ with the special property that φ ′ : s −→ t 1 and ψ ′ : s −→ t 2 .
Proof. Let U be the set of parallel redex occurrences contracted in φ : s −→ t 1 , and V the set of parallel redex occurrences contracted in φ : s −→ t 1 . In case of overlaps between U and V , then for every overlap we replace the outermost redex by the innermost one (if there are multiple inner redexes overlapping, then we choose the left-most among the top-most redexes). If there are two redexes at the same position but with respect to different rules, then we replace the redex in V with the one in U . See also Figure 5 .
Definition 6.8. Let φ : s −→ t 1 , ψ : s −→ t 2 be parallel steps in a weakly orthogonal iTRS. The weakly orthogonal projection φ/ψ of φ over ψ is defined as the orthogonal projection φ ′ /ψ ′ where φ ′ , ψ ′ is the orthogonalization of φ and ψ given in the proof of Proposition 6.7.
Remark 6.9. The weakly orthogonal projection does not give rise to a residual system in the sense of [Ter03] . The projection fulfils the three identities φ/φ ≈ 1, φ/1 ≈ φ, and 1/φ ≈ 1, but not the cube identity (φ/ψ)/(χ/ψ) ≈ (φ/χ)/(ψ/χ). 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of the orthogonalization (for overlaps the innermost redex is chosen) and the fact that in the orthogonal projection a non-collapsing rule applied at depth d can lift nested redexes at most to depth d + 1 (but not above).
Lemma 6.11. Parallel steps in a weakly orthogonal iTRS have the diamond property.
Proof. Consequence of Lemma 6.7 and the usual orthogonal projection, see Definition 6.8.
Lemma 6.12 (Parallel Moves Lemma). Let R be a weakly orthogonal iTRS, κ : s → α t 1 a rewrite sequence, and φ : s −→ t 2 a parallel rewrite step. Let d κ and d φ be the minimal depth of a step in κ and φ, respectively. Then there exist a term u, a rewrite sequence ξ : t 2 → ≤ω u and a parallel step ψ : t 1 −→ u such that the minimal depth of the rewrite steps in ξ and ψ is min(d κ , d ξ ); see Figure 6 (left).
If additionally R contains no collapsing rules, then the minimal depth of a step in ξ and ψ is min(d κ , d ξ + 1) and min(d ξ , d κ + 1), respectively. See also Figure 6 (right). Proof. By compression we may assume α ≤ ω in κ : s → ≤ω t 1 (note that, the minimal depth d is preserved by compression). Let κ : s ≡ s 0 → s 1 → s 2 → · · · , and define φ 0 = φ. Furthermore, let κ ≤n denote the prefix of κ of length n, that is, s 0 → · · · → s n and let κ ≥n denote the suffix s n → s n+1 → · · · of κ. We employ the projection of parallel steps to close the elementary diagrams with top s n → s n+1 and left φ n : s n −→ s ′ n , that is, we construct the projections φ n+1 = φ n /(s n → s n+1 ) (right) and (s n → s n+1 )/φ n (bottom). Then by induction on n using Lemma 6.10 there exists for every 1 ≤ n ≤ α a term s ′ n , and parallel steps φ n : s n −→ s ′ n and s ′ n−1 −→ s ′ n . See Figure 7 for an overview. We show that the rewrite sequence constructed at the bottom Figure 7 is strongly convergent, and that the sequence of parallel steps φ 0 , φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . has a limit (which is itself a parallel steps and therefore strongly convergent). Let d ∈ N be arbitrary. By strong convergence of κ there exists n 0 ∈ N such that all steps in κ ≥n 0 are at depth ≥ d. Since φ n 0 is a parallel step there are only finitely many redexes φ n 0 ,<d ⊆ φ n 0 in φ n 0 rooted above depth d. By projection of φ n 0 along κ ≥n 0 no fresh redexes above depth d can be created. The steps in φ n 0 ,<d may be cancelled out due to overlaps, nevertheless, for all m ≥ n 0 the set of steps above depth d in φ m is a subset of φ n 0 ,<d .
Let p be the maximal depth of a left-hand side of a rule applied in φ n 0 ,<d . By strong convergence of κ there exists m 0 ≥ n 0 ∈ N such that all steps in κ ≥m 0 are at depth ≥ d + p. Theorem 6.13. Every weakly orthogonal iTRS without collapsing rules is infinitary confluent. Proof. An overview of the proof is given in Figure 8 . Let κ : s → α t 1 and ξ : s → β t 2 be two rewrite sequences. By compression we may assume α ≤ ω and β ≤ ω. Let d be the minimal depth of any rewrite step in κ and ξ. Then κ and ξ are of the form κ : s → * s 1 → ≤ω t 1 and ξ : s → * s 2 → ≤ω t 2 such that all steps in s 1 → ≤ω t 1 and s 2 → ≤ω t 2 at depth > d. Then s → * s 1 and s → * s 2 can be joined by finitary diagram completion employing the diamond property for parallel steps (Lemma 6.11). If follows that there exists a term s ′ and finite sequences of (possibly infinite) parallel steps s 1 −→ * s ′ and s 2 −→ * s ′ all steps of which are at depth ≥ d (Lemma 6.10). We project s 1 → ≤ω t 1 over s 1 −→ * s ′ , s 2 → ≤ω t 2 over s 2 −→ * s ′ by repeated application of the Lemma 6.12, obtaining rewrite sequences 
and t
(n)
2 coincide up to depth d + n − 1. Thus these rewrite sequences converge towards the same limit u.
We consider an example to illustrate that the absence of collapsing rules is a necessary condition for Theorem 6.13.
Example 6.14. Let R be an iTRS over the signature {f, a, b} consisting of the collapsing rule: f (x, y) → x Then, using a self-explaining recursive notation, the term s = f (f (s, b), a) rewrites in ω many steps to t 1 = f (t 1 , a) as well as t 2 = f (t 2 , b) which have no common reduct. The iTRS R is weakly orthogonal (even orthogonal) but not confluent. The same phenomenon occurs in the infinitary version of combinatory logic, due to the rule Kxy → x.
The Diamond and Triangle Properties for Multi-Steps
Orthogonal rewrite systems possess a rich theory of residuals originating with Church and Rosser's seminal paper [CR36] , establishing confluence of the (orthogonal) λ-calculus with β-reduction by means of residuals. Intuitively, the residual of a redex after another is that what remains of the former after contracting the latter (see [Ter03, Section 8.7 ] for an abstract development and references). Orthogonality of a rewrite system guarantees that distinct redexes are mutually non-overlapping, giving rise to residuals in a natural way and entailing the well-definedness of multi-redexes, in the sense that the result of contracting a multi-redex is independent of the order in which the redexes in it are contracted. As a consequence, the multi-step rewrite relation • −→ has, unlike the single step rewrite relation →, good rewrite properties, in particular the diamond and triangle properties, justifying the central role they play in the theory of orthogonality. Note that the triangle property entails the angle property which in turn entails the diamond property. We show that multi-steps in weakly orthogonal iTRSs without collapsing rules have both the diamond and the triangle properties. We proceed by first illustrating the difficulties caused by the transitions from the finitary to the infinitary case and from the orthogonal to the weakly orthogonal case, and then showing how these difficulties can be overcome.
Example 7.2. Consider the orthogonal TRS with rules f (x) → x and g(x) → x collapsing f and g, respectively. Contracting the multi-redexes consisting of all f -redexes respectively all g-redexes in the infinite term t = f (g(t)) yields the infinite terms t ′ = g(t ′ ) and t ′′ = f (t ′′ ), which do not have a common reduct.
In the example the problem is not so much that it is not clear what the residuals are. They are the multi-redex consisting of all g-redexes in t ′ and the multi-redex consisting of all f -redexes in t ′′ . The problem is rather that contracting these multi-redexes would lead to an infinite collapse in both cases and thereby an undefined result and common reduct. In order to bar such examples, it suffices to exclude collapsing rules, guaranteeing that contracting multi-redexes is productive.
Example 7.3. Consider the weakly orthogonal TRS with rule f (f (x)) → x. What should the residual be of the outermost redex in the term f (f (f (a))) after the step contracting the innermost redex?
The problem illustrated by the example is that if redexes are partially overlapping, here on the middle f -symbol, there is no natural notion of residual. Still, because of weak orthogonality we know that partially overlapping redexes are equivalent in the sense that contracting either of them yields the same result. The idea is then to replace the redexes in a multi-redex by equivalent ones in such a way that orthogonality is restored. Such an orthogonalization was developed for the finitary case in [Ter03, Section 8.8.4], replacing inside-out each redex by an equivalent one inside it. As infinite terms need not have innermost redexes, such an inside-out approach does not immediately carry over to the infinitary case. To overcome this difficulty we switch from inside-out to outside-in. We even present two outside-in approaches: a simple but non-effective one to establish the triangle property, and a more complex but effective one to establish the diamond property.
The Triangle Property, Non-effectively
We show that multi-steps have the triangle property for weakly orthogonal iTRSs without collapsing rules, hence as a consequence the diamond property. This generalizes the same result for weakly orthogonal TRSs [Ter03, Theorem 8.8.27]. Since the proof of the theorem in the finitary case employs an inside-out approach, it does not carry over immediately to the infinitary case as observed above. We show that, nonetheless, the infinitary case can be reduced to the finitary case by means of a careful analysis of clusters of redexes. The main observation is that infinite clusters can be dropped alltogether, as illustrated in the following example.
Example 7.4. Consider the TRS R consisting of the single rule A(A(A(x))) → A(x) and an infinite term A ω containing an infinite chain of overlaps as displayed in Figure 9 , with each blue redex partially overlapping its adjacent green redexes and vice versa: A(A(A(. . .) . . .)
A(A(A(A(A(A(A(A(A(A(A(A(
The main question in establishing the triangle property is how to construct a common reduct (A ω )
• of all possible multi-steps from A ω . To that end, observe that by weak orthogonality contracting some redex in the chain has exactly the same effect as contracting any other redex in it. By choosing a sequence of redexes ever deeper in the term, and noting that contracting a redex leaves its context intact, it follows that in fact the whole chain must be left intact by contracting a redex in it. That is, we can simply define (A ω )
The notion of chain is covered by the notion of cluster [KKvO04, Definition 4.31].
Definition 7.5. A cluster is a non-empty set of redexes which forms a connected component with respect to the overlap relation . The pattern of a cluster is the union of the patterns of its redexes. A cluster is said to be infinite if the set of root-positions of the redexes in it, is infinite. A cluster is a Y-cluster if it contains a pair of redexes at parallel positions ( Figure 11 , cases (ii) and (iv)); otherwise it is an I-cluster (Figure 11 , cases (i) and (iii)).
A notion for a set of positions (for example, overlap) is extended to a cluster via the union of the positions in the patterns of the redexes in it. Note that for any cluster, there is a least (topmost) position overlapped by it, which we call its root. We use c, d to range over clusters. (i) there is a unique s such that for some and all ρ ∈ c, t → ρ s, and for any position p not overlapping c, there is a unique P such that p/c = P ; and (ii) either c and d are identical or they are non-overlapping.
Proof.
(i) Suppose t → ρ s and t → κ u for ρ, κ ∈ c, and let p be a position not overlapping c By definition of cluster there is a sequence ρ = ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n = κ of redexes in c, such that consecutive elements have overlap. By weak orthogonality, these pairwise induce steps having the same targets and the same descendant relation for positions not overlapping them, from which we conclude by transitivity; (ii) If c and d are overlapping, then they contain redexes which are overlapping, hence belong to the same equivalence class.
The Cluster Redex Lemma justifies speaking of a cluster -step contracting c, denoted by → c , unambiguously inducing a residual relation on other clusters and cluster-steps. As noted in Example 7.4, certain arrangements of redexes in a cluster trivialise it. Definition 7.9. A trivial cluster is either a Y-cluster or an infinite I-cluster.
Note that triviality of clusters is established on the basis of left-hand sides of rules only, and that the non-trivial clusters are exactly the finite I-clusters. Given a trivial cluster, the corresponding cluster-step is trivial in the sense that its source is equal to its target, i.e. it is inert from an outside perspective. The following lemma formalizes this and generalizes earlier observations that Y-clusters and their special case, Takahashi 
Proof. Suppose t → c s.
If c is a Y-cluster, then it contains redexes ρ, κ whose roots are incomparable. By the previous lemma, for some term s, both t → ρ s and t → κ s. Since the former leaves the context of ρ and the subterm the subterm at the root of κ untouched and, mutatis mutandis, the latter leaves the context of κ and the subterm at the root of ρ untouched, we conclude from incomparability of their roots and the Cluster Redex Lemma that in fact the whole term must be left unchanged and positions outside the cluster untouched.
If c is an infinite I-cluster, then for any context with its hole at the root-path of c, that is, at the path through all roots of redexes in c, there is a redex ρ below it in c. Since contracting ρ leaves the context untouched, we conclude from the assumption that the root-path is infinite and the Cluster Redex Lemma, that in fact the whole term must be left unchanged and positions outside the cluster untouched.
The above proof displays typical 'cluster-reasoning': a property of a cluster-step is established as a consequence of a property of some step in the cluster.
Remark 7.11. The Trivial Cluster Lemma does not imply that redexes in trivial clusters are necessarily due to trivial rules, i.e. rules of the form ℓ → r with ℓ = r [Ter03, p.508, middle]. To wit, let R consist of the following (non-trivial) rules:
We consider the term f (g(a, a), t, g(a, a)) which contains both a ρ 1 -redex and a ρ 2 -redex at the root, a ρ 3 -redex at disjoint positions 1 and 3. These redexes form a Y-cluster. Also, the trivial infinite I-cluster of Example 7.4 is due to the non-trivial rule A(A(A(x))) → A(x).
It is always safe to drop steps in trivial clusters from a multi-step without changing its outcome.
Lemma 7.12. Let R be a weakly orthogonal iTRS, t ∈ Ter ∞ (Σ) a term. Let U be a multiredex in t, and V ⊆ U such that every redex in V is contained in a trivial cluster of t. Then the multi-step with respect to U \V results in the same term as the multi-step with respect to U .
Proof. We reduce in the complete development first all redexes in trivial clusters: by Lemma 7.10 this leaves the term as well as all redexes not in trivial clusters untouched. As a consequence, the result of the complete development (multi-step) depends only on the redexes not in trivial clusters.
The above allows for a cluster-wise definition by cases of the map required for the triangle property: trivial clusters can simply be mapped to themselves, and since nontrivial clusters are finite we may proceed for them analogously (but outside-in instead of inside-out) to the finite case [Ter03, Theorem 8.8 .27].
The tail of a redex in an I-cluster c is its maximal position on the root-path of c (that is, the position of the last pattern symbol of c along the root-path of c).
Definition 7.13. The full multi-redex R(c) of a cluster c in a term t is defined by casedistinction as follows:
Case 1: c is trivial. Then R(c) = ∅. Case 2: c is non-trivial. Then c is a finite I-cluster, and R(c) is defined by repeating the following procedure until no further selections are possible: Select a redex that is below the already selected ones, such that its tail is minimal (topmost among the remaining). The full multi-redex R(t) of t is the union of the full multi-redexes for all its clusters. We write t • to denote a term obtained by developing R(t).
The procedure is the (top-bottom) mirrored version of the procedure in [Ter03, Proposition 8.8.23]. Mirroring works because we are considering finite I-clusters, for these only their root-paths are relevant, and paths are clearly mirrorable.
Theorem 7.14 (Triangle). In every weakly orthogonal TRS without collapsing rules the multi-step rewrite relation • −→ has the triangle property.
Proof. We show that for any development t • −→ R s, it holds s • −→ t • . We first show that we may assume without loss of generality that R only contains redexes that are not part of trivial clusters. Write R as R 1 ⊎ R 2 with R 1 consisting of all redexes in R contained in trivial clusters. Developing R by contracting R 1 gives rise to
By the Trivial Cluster Lemma t = u and R/R 1 = R 2 . Next we show that R may be covered by the R(t). Write R as c R c such that each R c is contained in the non-trivial finite I-cluster c. Since c is non-trivial, R(t) contains the full multi-redex of c. This allows to cover R, in the sense that we can define an injective mapping ι mapping every redex ρ ∈ R c to a redex ι(ρ) ∈ R(t) such that ρ overlaps the tail of ι(ρ).
Finally, consider a development of R contracting redexes in outside-in order. This development is mapped by ι to a development of ι(R) performing exactly the same steps, which is still converging since each redex in ρ is covered by a redex overlapping it, and which therefore has the same target, i.e. t • −→ ι(R) s. Since ι(R) is contained in R(t) we conclude by completely developing the residuals of the latter after the former s • −→ R(t)/ι(R) t • . Note that since t • −→ t • holds by definition, multi-steps even have the triangle property.
As a direct consequence we obtain, the following corollary.
Corollary 7.15 (Diamond). In every weakly orthogonal TRS without collapsing rules the multi-step rewrite relation • −→ has the diamond property.
The Triangle Property, Effectively
Theorem 7.14 and Corollary 7.15 show that weakly orthogonal iTRSs without collapsing rules have both the triangle property and the diamond property. Still, the above is somewhat unsatisfactory in that it does not yield a construction to obtain a common reduct of two multi-steps from a given term, even if these steps are given effectively. The reason is that the definition of the full multi-redex of a given term employs a case distinction on whether a cluster is finite or not, an undecidable property in general. Here we remedy that and present an effective orthogonalization procedure. To that end, we first present the idea of orthogonalizing a set of redexes and recapitulate the concrete orthogonalization procedure for weakly orthogonal TRSs of [Ter03, Section 8.8.4], and next show, by a careful analysis of clusters, that it can be extended to an effective procedure for weakly orthogonal iTRSs without collapsing rules.
In a peak t • ←− U · • −→ V s in a left-linear TRS, the union U ∪ V of the multi-redexes U and V may be non-orthogonal (there may be overlaps) despite that the multi-redexes U and V themselves are orthogonal. As a consequence, in general no common reduct of t and s can be found and confluence is lost for such TRSs. However, in some cases and in particular in the case of weakly orthogonal TRSs, the non-orthogonality is more apparent than real, in the sense that the peak can be replaced by another equivalent
As a consequence, a common reduct of t and s can be reached via the usual orthogonal projections t • −→ V ⊥ /U ⊥ · • ←− U ⊥ /V ⊥ s of those, now orthogonal, multi-steps, and confluence is regained. In such cases, the function ⊥ will be called an orthogonalization.
We let the orthogonalization of a set of redexes W in a term t, depend on a subset U of W of redexes that 'have already been orthogonalized'. This reflects that our orthogonalization algorithm will proceed incrementally, initially setting U to the empty set imposing no orthogonality constraints, incrementing it in each iteration of the main loop, expressing that an ever growing initial segment of the (potentially) infinite set of redexes has been orthogonalized, until in the limit an orthogonalization of the whole set W is obtained. Definition 7.16. A U -orthogonalization for a subset U of a given set of redexes W in a term t of a TRS is a partial function ⊥ from W to itself such that
• the image U ⊥ of U is an orthogonal set of redexes; and
where we have used superscripting to indicate the application of ⊥ lifted to subsets of W . In case U = W we simply speak of orthogonalization.
The first condition expresses that ⊥ orthogonalizes the subset U and the second condition that orthogonalization is consistent also with redexes outside U , in that any orthogonal subset of W , the multi-redex V , is mapped to a set of redexes that is orthogonal again, as implicitly expressed by t • −→ V ⊥ s. For instance, the identity function is an ∅-orthogonalization of any set of redexes, and an orthogonalization of any orthogonal set of redexes.
We say a TRS admits orthogonalization if for every term t, every set of redexes W , and every subset U of W , there exists a U -orthogonalization of W in t. If this holds when the sets W are restricted to unions of pairs of multi-redexes, we say the TRS admits binary orthogonalization.
Theorem 7.17 (Diamond and Triangle by Orthogonalization). The multi-step relation • −→ of a left-linear TRS has the diamond property, if the TRS admits binary orthogonalization, and has the triangle property, if the TRS admits orthogonalization.
Proof.
• The proof of the diamond property is as outlined above:
As the TRS is assumed to admit binary orthogonalization, there exists an orthogonalization ⊥ of the union W = U ∪ V of the multi-redexes U ,V in t.
By the Infinite Developments Lemma we conclude to
• To see the triangle property holds, let ⊥ be an an orthogonalization of the set of all redexes of the term t; it exists since the TRS is assumed to admit orthogonalization. Denoting (for convenience) both the set of all redexes and the result of contracting it by t ⊥ , we have t
Although this result only depends on left-linearity, some TRSs do not admit an orthogonalisation even if confluent, e.g. consider {a → b, a → c, b → c}, but others such as weakly orthogonal TRSs 4 do and these will be of interest here.
Remark 7.18. Obviously if a TRS admits orthogonalization, then it admits binary orthogonalization. In view of Corollary 7.27 below, it may be interesting to investigate under which conditions (an effective version of) the converse holds. Not every TRS that admits orthogonalization is weakly othogonal, two typical examples being the 'left-reducible' TRS 5 with rules {f (a) → g(b), f (x) → g(x), a → b}, and the 'feebly orthogonal' TRS 6 with rules {g(f (a,
In the special case of a TRS that is weakly orthogonal, if a redex overlaps another one, both are equivalent, so either can be replaced by the other. Then the challenge in developing an orthogonalization for a pair of multi-redexes is to make these replacements consistently, i.e. in such a way that no new overlaps are created.
Example 7.19. Consider Figure 10 . The set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} combining the multi-redexes of the peak • ←− 1,2 · • −→ 3,4,5 of multi-steps, is not orthogonal, e.g. the redexes 2 and 3 partially overlap each other. When attempting to orthogonalize it, these overlaps have to be resolved but one has to be careful since e.g. either replacing the redex 2 by 3 or replacing 3 by 2 would create new conflicts (between 3 and 1 and between 2 and 5 respectively).
Creation of new conflicts can be avoided by proceeding in inside-out fashion, resolving partial overlaps by replacing the outer by the inner redex [Ter03, Theorem 8.8 .23]. . We start at the bottom of the tree. The first partial overlap we find is between the redexes 2 and 5; this is removed by replacing the outer redex 2 by the inner redex 5, i.e. setting ⊥(2) = ⊥(5) = 5. Then the partial overlap between 2 and 3 has also disappeared. The only remaining partial overlap is between the redexes 3 and 1. Hence we replace the outer redex 3 by the inner redex 1, i.e. ⊥(1) = ⊥(3) = 1. Finally, as 4 does not overlap any other redex we set ⊥(4) = 4. As result ⊥ maps the non-orthogonal set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to the orthogonal set {1, 4, 5}, and applying it to the peak • ←− 1,2 · • −→ 3,4,5 yields the equivalent orthogonal peak • ←− 1,5 · • −→ 1,4,5 , as desired.
As an inside-out orthogonalization procedure obviously cannot work on infinite terms, here we will proceed dually, in outside-in fashion. Roughly speaking, we start at the top of the term and replace overlapping redexes with the outermost one. However, care has to be taken in situations as depicted in Figure 10 , where it seems that the two inner redexes 1 and 2 would both need to be replaced by the single outer redex 3. The key observation to overcome this problem is that in such cases all redexes 1,2,3 belong to the same Y-cluster and, by Lemma 7.12, contracting it only yields a trivial step, i.e. a step from the term to itself. Hence, upon detection, it is safe to simply discard these redexes. Before formally defining the corresponding orthogonalization procedure, we illustrate it by an example showing four typical 7 cases arising during orthogonalization.
Example 7.21. Consider orthogonalizing the set U ∪ V in the four cases as displayed in Figure 11 , with U the (blue) multi-redex containing u and (possibly) m and V the (green) multi-redex containing v and (possibly) w, and with u a topmost (that is, having minimal depth) redex in U and v a topmost redex in V overlapping u from the inside, see (i) If v is the only redex in V that overlaps with u, then we replace v by u. Otherwise we pick a redex w ∈ V , w = v and w overlaps u.
Require: W is a set of redexes in a term t;
1: C ← W ; 2: ⊥ is the partial function on the empty domain; 3: while C is non-empty do 4:
x ← a redex at minimal depth in C;
5:
X ← the set of redexes in C that overlap x;
6:
X ← the set of redexes in C that overlap some redex in X; ⊥ is set to be undefined on X;
9:
else 10:
x ← a redex in X that is above every redex in X that is below some redex in X;
11:
X ← the set of redexes in X overlapping x;
12:
⊥ is set to x on X;
13:
end if
14:
C ← C\X; 15: end while Ensure: the partial function defined as ⊥ on W \C and the identity on C, is a (W \C)-orthogonalization of W in t, C neither root-touches W \C nor touches (W \C) ⊥ . Cases (ii) and (iv) of the example are both dealt with in the then-branch of the orthogonalization algorithm below, and cases (i) and (iii) in the else-branch.
The Orthogonalization Algorithm. The orthogonalization algorithm for weakly orthogonal iTRSs is given in Figure 12 It computes for any given set W of (possibly overlapping) redexes in a term t its orthogonalization. It does so by each time picking a topmost redex and considering the set of all redexes that are first or second degree overlapping with it, i.e. that overlap the redex itself, or that overlap a redex that overlaps the redex. Then the algorithm distinguishes cases on whether this set contains parallel redexes or not, i.e. on whether or not the redexes can be locally seen to belong to a Y-cluster. If the set contains parallel redexes, all redexes in it belong to a Y-cluster and can be discarded. Otherwise, their roots are located on a path called the root-path, i.e. locally the redexes seem to belong to a I-cluster, a redex 'highest' on that root-path is selected and all redexes overlapping it are mapped onto it.
Remark 7.22. Visually one can think of reading a symbol that is either an I or a Y, by starting at the base of the stem and going upward; our algorithm then pretends to be reading an I until we are forced into giving this up because we locally detect that the stem forks, and have to admit that we have been reading a Y all along. The local detection of forks is what makes the algorithm effective. The fact that steps in Y-clusters must be trivial is what makes this pretense to be harmless.
The intuition for the variables used in the algorithm is that W \C represents the prefix of redexes that have already been orthogonalized, x is a (candidate) representative of a (candidate) set X of overlapping redexes, and C is the suffix of W of redexes that still have to be orthogonalized; cf. Figure 13 where a typical state during a run is presented. As the condition (Ensure) holds after each iteration of the while-loop for the suffix C, we will refer to it as the invariant below. It is a post-condition only in the limit, when the suffix C is empty. The algorithm and its pre-and post-condition (Require and Ensure) all make use of the prefix order on positions lifted in the following ways to (sets of) redexes.
Definition 7.23. Two redexes are said to overlap if (the sets of positions of) their patterns do. A redex ρ is said to be root-above a redex κ if the root of ρ is <-related to the root of κ, and above it if in addition their patterns do not overlap. Root-below is the converse of root-above and below is the converse of above.
Two sets of redexes are said to overlap if some redex in the one overlaps a redex in the other. A set of redexes U touches a set of redexes V , if there is some redex in U such that its root is ≤-related to a position in the pattern of some redex in V . If in addition the latter holds when restricting to root positions, then U root-touches V .
Note that if U does not touch V , then U also does not root-touch V but not vice versa.
Remark 7.24. There are various equivalent ways to define that U touches V . One would be to say that U overlaps the prefix-closure of V . Another would be to say that the subterms contracted by U overlap V . These alternative definitions illustrate that the notion of 'touch' also covers the case that a redex in U is above a redex in V .
Below we will confuse ⊥ in the orthogonalization algorithm with its extension to the whole of W (by mapping elements in C to themselves) in its invariant.
Example 7.25. To illustrate the algorithm we apply it to the earlier examples.
(1) For ease of reference, let u i (v i ) be the ith blue (green) redex from the top of the infinite chain W = {u 1 , v 1 , u 2 , v 2 , . . .} of blue and green redexes, in Figure 9 . Executing the algorithm successively leads to to C = W , x = u 1 , and first X = {u 1 , v 1 } and next X = {u 1 , v 1 , u 2 }. Then since X does not contain parallel redexes and only u 1 is above all redexes that are below some redex, i.e. above u 2 , we let ⊥ map the redexes overlapping u 1 , i.e. u 1 itself and v 1 , both to u 1 . In the next iteration of the loop C = {u 2 , v 2 , . . .}, and one proceeds analogously, resulting in that ⊥ maps u 2 ,v 2 both to u 2 .
In the limit, ⊥ maps u i and v i to u i , for all i, i.e. ⊥ maps W onto the set {u 1 , u 2 , . . .} (of blue redexes), which is seen to constitute an orthogonal subset of W indeed.
(2) Consider Figure 11 for W the subset of {u, m, v, w} appropriate to each case.
(i) This leads successively to C = {u, v}, x = u and X = {u, v}. Then since X does not contain parallel redexes, ⊥ will select one of u,v to map both to. Thus {u, v} ⊥ is a singleton, hence orthogonal. (ii) This leads successively to C = {u, v, w}, x = u and X = {u, v, w}. Then since X contains the parallel redexes v,w, the map ⊥ is taken to be undefined on X. Thus {u, v, w} ⊥ = ∅;
(iii) This leads successively to C = {u, v, w}, x = u and X = {u, v, w}. Then since X does not contain parallel redexes, and only v is above all redexes that are below some redex, i.e. above w, we let ⊥ map both redexes overlapping v, i.e. u and v, to v. In the next iteration of the loop we successively have C = {w}, x = w and X = {w}, leading to w being mapped onto itself by ⊥. Thus {u, v, w} ⊥ = {v, w}; (iv) This leads successively to C = {u, v, w}, x = u and first X = {u, v, w}, and next X = {u, v, w, m}. Then since X contains the parallel redexes w,m, the map ⊥ is taken to be undefined on X, so {u, v, w, m} ⊥ = ∅.
Correctness of this intuition is established by the following theorem, the proof of which depends on the Finite Jump Developments Theorem [Ter03, Proposition 12.5.9], expressing (among others) that all ways of developing a multi-redex result in the same term. The theorem applies since developments of multi-redexes in a left-linear, not-necessarily orthogonal, iTRS can be seen as developments of a suitable labelled version of it that is orthogonal (see Remark 6.3), and non-collapsingness guarantees it has finite jumps (see [Ter03] ).
Theorem 7.26. The orthogonalization algorithm is correct in the sense that it produces an orthogonalization ⊥ of the set W of redexes in t.
Proof. We first show that the algorithm is partially correct, i.e. the invariant is ensured in each iteration of the while loop, and then that the algorithm is productive, i.e. that ⊥ is an orthogonalization of an ever growing prefix of W . This shows correctness as the invariant ensures that in the limit ⊥ is an orthogonalization of the whole of W , as desired.
For ease of reference we use a variable indexed by a line number to refer to the value of that variable just before executing the statement on that line in the orthogonalization algorithm. For instance, X 8 is value of the variable X just before executing the statement on line 8 (then X 8 contains parallel redexes). We follow the structure of the algorithm.
(1-2) When entering the while loop for the first time, the invariant is trivially ensured: Since C 3 = W by line 1, and ⊥ 3 is the partial function on the empty domain by line 2, the orthogonalization is the identity function on the whole of W ('it doesn't orthogonalize anything yet'). is a redex at minimal depth in C 4 (it exists by C 4 being non-empty). Thus, no redex ρ in C 4 is above x 5 and ρ overlaps x 5 , then the root of x 5 is ≤-related to the root of ρ. (5) Executing line 5, we have that X 6 is the set of redexes in C 4 that overlap x 5 .
We claim that C 4 \X 6 does not root-touch X 6 , hence also does not root-touch W \(C 4 \X 6 ). For a proof by contradiction of the first part of the claim, suppose there were a redex ρ in C 4 \X 6 the root of which is ≤-related to the root of a redex κ in X 6 . Since by line 4, the root of x 5 is ≤-related to that of κ. By convexity of patterns, therefore ρ is either above x 5 or overlaps it. This yields a contradiction, in the former case with minimality of x 5 and in the latter case with ρ not being an element of X 6 . For a proof of the second part of the claim, note that X 6 ⊆ C 4 , so W \(C 4 \X 6 ) = (W \C 4 ) ∪ X 6 . so it suffices to show C 4 \X touches neither W \C 4 nor X 6 . The former follows by the invariant for C 4 and the latter by the first part of the claim. (6) Executing line 6, we have that X 7 is the set of redexes in C 4 that overlap some redex in X 6 . We claim that C 4 \X 7 does not root-touch X 7 , hence also does not root-touch W \(C 4 \X 7 ). For a proof by contradiction of the first part of the claim, suppose there were a redex ρ in C 4 \X 7 the root of which is ≤-related to the root of a redex κ in X 7 \. Since κ overlaps some redex κ ′ in X 6 , ρ is either above κ ′ or overlaps it. This yields a contradiction, in the former case with that C 4 \X 6 does not root-touch X 6 , in the latter case with ρ not being an element of X 7 . The second part of the claim, follows as for (the second part of the claim of) line 5. (7-14) We verify the invariant holds after both branches of the if-then-else on line 7, i.e.
by distinguishing cases on whether or not X 7 contains parallel redexes. (8,14) Suppose X 7 contains parallel redexes. We verify the conditions of the invariant.
First note that since the redexes in X 7 belong to (one and) the same cluster, a cluster that contains parallel redexes, X 7 in fact is a Y-cluster. ) ⊥ 4 as noted above. As the latter set is a multi-redex by the invariant, so is the former. Next suppose V is a multi-redex contained in W such that t • −→ V s. The maps ⊥ 15 and ⊥ 4 only differ on the Y-cluster, mapping the elements of X 7 to undefined respectively themselves, but by Lemma 7.10 the corresponding steps are trivial and omitting them from Y-clusters does not make a difference. Hence we conclude by the invariant for ⊥ 4 . (10-12,14) Suppose the cluster X 7 does not contain parallel redexes. Then it has a rootpath, i.e. a path through the roots of all redexes in X 7 , so these redexes are linearly ordered by the prefix order ≤ on their roots. This case is illustrated in Figure 13 for X = {x, m, o} with these redexes linearly ordered as x ≤ m ≤ o. (10) Executing line 10 entails, we claim, that x 11 exists and x 11 is an element of X 6 . To that end, let L be the set of redexes in X 7 that are below some redex in X 7 (one may think of L as the set of 'lower bounds'). If L is nonempty then let ρ be a redex in L the root of which is ≤-least; it exists by these roots all being on the root-path, but there may be several such. Now take x 11 to be any redex in X 7 that is above ρ in case L is non-empty. To see that x 11 is an element of X 6 suppose that, to the contrary, x 11 were an element of X 7 \X 6 , i.e. that would overlap some redex in X 6 that overlaps x 5 , but that itself would not overlap x 5 . Then by convexity of patterns it would be below x 5 , hence itself be an element of L, so be below itself; a contradiction. (11) Executing line 11 entails, we claim, that all elements of X 12 overlap each other, so in particular x 5 (from below, by minimality of x 5 ) hence X 12 ⊆ X 6 , and that C 4 \X 12 does not root-touch X 12 . To see that all elements of X 12 overlap each other, let ρ,κ be arbitrary redexes in X 12 for which we may assume without loss of generality that the root of ρ is ≤-related to that of κ, by linearity. Thus if κ were not overlapping ρ, it would be below it. Therefore, it would be in the set L and be below x 11 . But since κ was assumed an element of X 12 it overlap x 11 ; a contradiction. To see that C 4 \X 12 does not root-touch X 12 , note that since by the claim for line 5, C 4 \X 6 does not root-touch X 6 , it suffices by X 12 ⊆ X 6 to show that X 6 \X 12 does not root-touch X 12 . This holds since if a redex ρ in X 6 \X 12 were to root-touch an element of X 12 then it would overlap it, hence by the first part of the claim overlap x 11 , hence be an element of X 12 ; contradiction. (12, 14) To show that C 15 does not root-touch W \C 15 , observe that as by line 14, C 15 = C 4 \X 12 and by the above X 12 ⊆ X 7 ⊆ C 4 , we have that W \C 15 = W \(C 4 \X 12 ) = (W \C 4 ) ∪ X 12 with the latter a disjoint union. Since by the invariant C 4 does not root-touch W \C 4 , C 4 \X 12 does not do so either, and it remains to show that the latter does not root-touch X 12 , which follows from the claim for line 11. = (W \C 4 ) ⊥ 4 ∪ {x 11 }. By the invariant C 4 does not touch (W \C 4 ) ⊥ 4 , so certainly C 4 \X 12 doesn't either, and it remains to show that the latter does not touch {x 11 }. Suppose to the contrary that the root of some redex ρ in C 4 \X 12 were ≤-related to a position in the pattern of x 11 . Then the redex ρ would either overlap x 11 or be above it. But ρ cannot overlap x 11 as then it would be in X 12 as well, and it cannot be above it as this would contradict the choice of x 11 . To see that ⊥ 15 is a (W \C 15 )-orthogonalization, we use C 15 = C 4 \X 12 , W \C 15 = (W \C 4 ) ∪ X 12 , and (W \C 15 ) ⊥ 15 = (W \C 4 ) ⊥ 4 ∪ {x 11 }. Since the left part is orthogonal by the invariant, and the right part by being a singleton, it suffices that x 11 be orthogonal to (W \C 4 ) ⊥ 4 which follows from the invariant as x 11 is an element of C 4 hence below (W \C 4 ) ⊥ 4 . Finally, suppose V is a multi-redex contained in W such that t • −→ V s. We may partition V into the multi-redexes V 1 = V ∩(C 4 \X 12 ), V 2 = V ∩X 12 and V 3 = V ∩ (W \C 4 ). By the claim for line 11, all redexes in X 12 overlap each other, so V 2 being a multi-redex, it can only be the empty set or a singleton set. By the invariant for ⊥ 4 , t • −→ V ⊥ 4 s, Hence if V 2 is the empty set, then V ⊥ 15 = V ⊥ 4 and we conclude immediately. Otherwise V 2 is a singleton set, say {v}, and ⊥ 15 differs from ⊥ 4 only in that the former maps v to x 11 whereas the latter maps it to itself. Thus, V ⊥ 4 = V (i) the compression lemma (see Theorem 5.1), and (ii) the parallel moves lemma (see Lemma 6.12). The refined version of the compression lemma is employed to establish compression also for divergent reductions (see Corollary 5.2). The proof of this theorem uses a slightly simpler construction than the proof of the compression lemma in [Ter03] (compare Figure 4 with [Ter03, Figure 12 .8]). The refined compression lemma is also used to establish the refined version of the parallel moves lemma, which in turn is used in the proof of infinitary confluence of weakly orthogonal rewrite systems without collapsing rules (Theorem 6.13).
Furthermore, we have shown that infinitary developments in weakly orthogonal iTRSs without collapsing rules have the diamond property. In general this property fails already in the presence of just one collapsing rule.
Apart from this diamond property in itself, for which our paper does not yet give an application, we point out that here the employed technique of orthogonalization is the notable contribution. Indeed we envisage future elaborations that establish cofinal reduction stategies (for finite rewrite sequences on possibly infinite terms) in the current setting of infinitary rewriting with weakly orthogonal systems, and we expect that such applications will crucially hinge upon the use of the orthogonalization technique as presented.
The following table summarizes the results of this paper (coloured green) next to known results (black): The nc-WOTRSs are weakly orthogonal TRSs without collapsing rules; likewise 1c-WOTRSs have one collapsing rule. The fe-OCRSs are fully extended orthogonal CRSs, see [KS09] , and WOCRSs are weakly orthogonal CRSs [Klo80] . The properties of infinitary λ-calculus summarised in this table concern the infinitary calculus arising from the standard depth measure where the depth of a symbol occurrence is the length of its position (often referred to as metric 111). There are variants of infinitary λ-calculus based on different depth measures and corresponding metrics, see further [EHK12] . For these variants the properties can differ, for example infinitary λβη with depth measure 001 has the properties UN ∞ and NF ∞ as a consequence of results in [SdV02] .
The failure of UN ∞ for two collapsing rules raises the following question, as indicated in the table above:
Question 8.1. Does UN ∞ hold for weakly orthogonal iTRSs with one collapsing rule?
2 Beware: in [BKV00] a counterexample is given to the Parallel Moves Lemma PML for λβη, but that pertains to the stronger (classical) version of PML where the 'parallel move' has to consist of contractions of 'residuals' of the originally contracted redex.
